We investigate conjunctive normal form (CNF) encodings of a function represented with a smooth decomposable negation normal form (DNNF). Several encodings of DNNFs and decision diagrams were considered by (Abío et al. 2016) . The authors differentiate between encodings which implement consistency or domain consistency from encodings which implement unit refutation completeness or propagation completeness (in both cases implements means by unit propagation). The difference is that in the former case we do not care about properties of the encoding with respect to the auxiliary variables while in the latter case we treat all variables (the input ones and the auxiliary ones) in the same way. The latter case is useful if a DNNF is a part of a problem containing also other constraints and a SAT solver is used to test satisfiability. The currently known encodings of smooth DNNF theories implement domain consistency. Building on this and the result of (Abío et al. 2016 ) on an encoding of decision diagrams which implements propagation completeness, we present a new encoding of a smooth DNNF which implements propagation completeness. This closes the gap left open in the literature on encodings of DNNFs.
Introduction
Decomposable negation normal forms (DNNFs) were introduced in [11] where an approach of compiling a conjunctive normal form (CNF) into a DNNF was described. Since then DNNFs and their subclasses were extensively studied as a target language in knowledge compilation. DNNFs form the most succinct language within the knowledge compilation map [14] that allows efficient consistency checking, clause entailment and model enumeration queries. Specific restrictions are often put on DNNFs in order to get efficient answering of other queries as well, a prominent example is the language of deterministic DNNFs (d-DNNFs) which allow model counting as well. Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDD) and their generalization in the form of multivalued decision diagrams (MDD) form subclasses of d-DNNFs which are also often used in both theory and applications. For specific applications of DNNFs, see for example [6, 17, 26, 28, 34] .
If a constraint represented with an MDD, d-DNNF or a DNNF is a part of a larger problem, efficient propagators for these representations [21, 22, 23] can be used to maintain domain consistency of the constraint within a constraint programming solver. Recently, in [15] the authors have considered a general problem of compiling global constraints into multivalued decision diagrams (MDD) and d-DNNFs that can be used in this way. Besides detecting conflicts, a propagator can generate an explanation, which is a clause that can be added to the instance. This is suitable, if the whole CNF representation of the constraint is large, but only a small part is needed for the solver due to the other constraints in the instance.
The effect of generating clauses by explaining conflicts in a propagator can be limited, if the generated clauses do not use auxiliary variables. As pointed out in [2] , in some situations the number of such clauses needed to prove unsatisfiability is exponentially larger than if the solver can make decisions also on auxiliary variables in a CNF encoding of the constraint and so, these variables can be included in the generated clauses. The encoding can be included into the instance in different ways. It can be included at the beginning of the search or only if the constraint appears to be active in the search process as in lazy approaches [2] , where a propagator that participates in many conflicts is replaced by a CNF decomposition during run-time. There are also approaches that resolve a conflict by extending the instance by clauses that contain auxiliary variables new in the instance by lazily expanding a corresponding part of a large known encoding of the constraint [3, 20] . Specific situations, where a CNF encoding of a DNNF is suitable for use in a SAT instance are described in [29, 32] .
When designing an encoding of a constraint into a CNF it might be useful to require that the resulting encoding has good properties with respect to unit propagation which is a standard tool in SAT solvers based on CDCL. Consider a constraint represented by a function f (x). For simplicity, let us assume that the variables x have boolean domains although later we consider a well known direct encoding (see for example [1, 7] ) to encode variables with arbitrary finite domains. We say that a CNF formula ϕ(x, y) is a CNF encoding of f (x) if f (x) = (∃y)ϕ(x, y). The variables y are called auxiliary variables and are used only for the purpose of the encoding. Following [1] we consider the following properties of a CNF encoding ϕ(x, y) of a function f (x), which specify its propagation strength. A partial assignment is represented by a consistent set of literals and implements means by unit propagation.
• Encoding ϕ implements consistency (called also a consistency checker in [7] ) if for any partial assignment α to the input variables x, we have that if f (x) ∧ α is inconsistent, then unit propagation derives a contradiction from ϕ(x, y) ∧ α.
• Encoding ϕ implements domain consistency (called also generalized arc consistency (GAC) or a propagator in [7] ) if for every partial assignment α to the input variables x and every literal l on an input variable, such that f (x) ∧ α |= l, unit propagation on ϕ(x, y) ∧ α derives l or a contradiction.
• Encoding ϕ implements unit refutation completeness (we call it unit refutation complete or URC encoding) if for any partial assignment α to the variables x ∪ y, such that ϕ(x, y) ∧ α |= ⊥, unit propagation derives a contradiction from ϕ ∧ α.
• Encoding ϕ implements propagation completeness (we call it propagation complete or PC encoding) if for any partial assignment α to the variables x ∪ y and any literal l on these variables, such that ϕ(x, y) ∧ α |= l, unit propagation on ϕ ∧ α either derives l or a contradiction.
Clearly, a propagation complete encoding implements domain consistency and a unit refutation complete encoding implements consistency.
Encodings which enforce GAC by unit propagation were considered e.g. in [5, 7] . GAC (domain consistency) is sufficient if unit propagation in an encoding is used as a propagator for a constraint within a constraint programming solver instead of designing a specialized propagation algorithm. If the encoding should be passed to a SAT solver as a part of a bigger problem specification, higher propagation strength might prove useful. In particular, since a SAT solver makes decisions also on the auxiliary variables, it can be advantageous if the encoding implements unit refutation completeness or propagation completeness. This means that the encoding is a URC formula [16] or a PC formula [9] . By [24] the class of URC formulas coincides with the class SLUR introduced in [31] .
Encoding of a DNNF that implements consistency is relatively straightforward, since propagating zeros from the inputs to the output is sufficient for partial assignments of the inputs by decomposability. The basic idea how to obtain an encoding of a smooth DNNF of linear size implementing domain consistency or enforcing GAC by unit propagation, appeared first in [30] for a structure representing context free grammars. Although the authors do not mention it, the structure is a special case of a smooth DNNF and the construction of its encoding enforcing GAC (domain consistency) by unit propagation can be generalized to an arbitrary smooth DNNF. This generalization is described in [27] , although the necessary assumption of smoothness is not explicitly mentioned. This assumption is used in [21, 1] , where the description includes also the clauses that are needed, if some of the literals on an input variable do not appear in the DNNF.
In [1] , an encoding implementing propagation completeness for a function given by an MDD is presented. A decision diagram is a special case of a DNNF if we rewrite each decision node with a disjunction of two conjunctions in the standard way. The authors of [1] posed a question whether a propagation complete encoding of a sentential decision diagram (which were introduced in [13] ) or some more general representation within the class of NNFs can be determined. In this paper, we present a polynomial time construction of such an encoding for a general DNNF, although for technical reasons, the construction is formulated for a smooth DNNF. Asymptotically, this is not a strong restriction, since a DNNF can be transformed into a smooth DNNF with a polynomial increase of size [12] . Currently, DNNFs form the largest subclass of NNFs relevant in knowledge compilation for which the satisfiability test is in P. Since PC encoding allows a polynomial time satisfiability test, a polynomial time compilation of a DNNF into a PC encoding is the best we can hope for in this direction at the current state of knowledge.
For our construction, we need a propagation complete encoding of the exactly-one constraint. A common way of encoding this constraint is to combine a PC encoding of the at-most-one constraint (such as the sequential encoding [33] which is also called ladder encoding in [25] ) with a single clause representing the at-least-one constraint. This leads to an encoding which implements domain consistency, however, it is not necessarily propagation complete. For this reason, we introduce a different encoding of the exactly-one constraint which is propagation complete, has linear size, and most importantly, if we use it to replace a representation of the exactly-one constraint in a propagation complete formula, we get a propagation complete formula as a result. In Section 3 we demonstrate that this property is not obvious, however, it is satisfied for the encoding we use.
In Section 2, we recall the necessary notions and terminology. Section 2.4 demonstrates an example of a smooth d-DNNF, for which the known encodings implementing domain consistency are not propagation complete. In Section 3 we describe encodings of the at-most-one and exactly-one constraint and we show their properties needed for our construction. Sections 4 and 5 introduce the notions which we use to generalize the techniques of [1] introduced for decision diagrams to smooth DNNFs. The encodings are presented in Section 6 and the proof of their correctness is in Section 7. Section 8 formulates a general question on the relationship between the domain consistency and unit refutation completeness.
Definitions

Propagation and Unit Refutation Complete Encodings
A formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF formula) is a conjunction of clauses. A clause is a disjunction of a set of literals and a literal is a variable x (positive literal ) or its negation ¬x (negative literal ). Given a set of variables x, lit(x) denotes the set of literals on variables in x.
A partial assignment α of values to variables in x is a subset of lit(x) that does not contain a complementary pair of literals, so we have |α ∩ lit(x)| ≤ 1 for each x ∈ x. We identify a set of literals α (in particular a partial assignment) with the conjunction of these literals if α is used in a formula such as ϕ(x) ∧ α. A mapping a : x → {0, 1} or, equivalently, a ∈ {0, 1}
x represents a full assignment of values to x. Alternatively, a full assignment can be represented by the set of literals satisfied in it. We use these representations interchangeably. We consider encodings of boolean functions defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Encoding). Let f (x) be a boolean function on variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Let ϕ(x, y) be a CNF formula on n + m variables where y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ). We call ϕ a CNF encoding of f if for every a ∈ {0, 1} x we have
where we identify 1 and 0 with logical values true and false. The variables in x and y are called input variables and auxiliary variables, respectively.
We are interested in encodings which are propagation complete or at least unit refutation complete. These notions rely on unit propagation which is a well known procedure in SAT solving [8] . For technical reasons, we represent unit propagation using unit resolution. The unit resolution rule allows to derive clause C \ {l} given a clause C and a unit clause ¬l. A clause C can be derived from ϕ by unit resolution, if C can be derived from ϕ by a series of applications of the unit resolution rule and we denote this fact with ϕ 1 C. The notion of a propagation complete CNF formula was introduced in [9] as a generalization of a unit refutation complete CNF formula introduced in [16] . These notions allow to distinguish different levels of propagation strength depending on the type of propagation (URC or PC) and the set of variables involved in the propagation. Definition 2.2. Let ϕ(x, y) be a CNF encoding of a boolean function defined on a set of variables x and let v ⊆ x ∪ y.
• We say that the encoding ϕ is unit refutation complete (URC) on the variables v, if the following implication holds for every partial assignment α ⊆ lit(v)
• We say that the encoding ϕ is a propagation complete (PC) on the variables v, if for every partial assignment α ⊆ lit(v) and for each l ∈ lit(v), such that
we have
• If an encoding is URC on the variables v = x, we say that it implements consistency (by unit propagation).
• If an encoding is PC on the variables v = x, we say that it implements domain consistency (by unit propagation).
• An encoding that is URC or PC on the variables v = x∪y is called a URC encoding or PC encoding, respectively.
Direct Encoding of Finite Domains
We consider constraints f (x), where the domain of x i denoted dom(x i ) is a non-empty finite set. In order to encode the vector x with boolean variables, we use the direct encoding (see for example [1, 7] ) consisting of the domain variables x i = s , where s ∈ dom(x i ), representing the condition x i = s. The vector of the domain variables corresponding to x i will be denoted dvar(x i ) and the vector of all the domain variables will be denoted dvar(x). The variables involved in the direct encoding are assumed to satisfy the constraints EO(dvar(x i )) called the direct encoding constraints where EO denotes the exactly-one constraint (see also Section 3.2). We say that a total assignment of the variables dvar(x) is d-consistent, if it is consistent with the direct encoding constraints.
Note that a boolean variable x has the binary domain dom(x) = {0, 1}, the variable x = 1 represents the positive literal x, x = 0 represents the negative literal ¬x, however, formally, the variables x = 1 and x = 0 are independent unless we substitute them with the corresponding literals.
DNNF Using Direct Encoding of Finite Domains
Let us briefly recall the notion of decomposable negation normal form (DNNF) [11] using the usual extension to variables with arbitrary non-empty finite domains.
A sentence in negation normal form (NNF) D is a rooted DAG with nodes V , root ρ ∈ V , the set of edges E, and the set of leaves L ⊆ V . The inner nodes in V are labeled with ∧ or ∨ and represent connectives or gates in a monotone circuit. Each edge (v, u) in D connects an inner node v labeled ∧ or ∨ with one of its inputs u. The edge is directed from v to u, so the inputs of a node are its successors (or child nodes). The leaves are labeled with constants 0 or 1 or the domain variables. We assume that for each domain variable x i = s ∈ dvar(x) there is at most one leaf labeled with x i = s and we identify the leaf with x i = s . Some of the domain variables may be missing in D, however, we assume that for each i = 1, . . . , n at least one of the variables in dvar(x i ) is in V as a leaf of D. For simplicity, we assume that there is no leaf in D labeled with a constant unless D is a single node representing a constant function. For the construction of the encodings, we assume that this is not the case. Note that one can always simplify D by propagating constant values in the leaves, if they are not the root.
If each of the domain variables x i = s is interpreted as the constraint x i = s, a NNF defines a constraint f (x) on the variables x that is satisfied, if ρ evaluates to 1. Using the domain variables themselves, a NNF D represents a monotone boolean function f D (dvar(x)). Moreover, let f D (dvar(x)) denote the conjunction of f D (dvar(x)) and the direct encoding constraints. The correspondence between these functions and the constraint f (x) is the natural one: for every d-consistent total assignment a of dvar(x) and the corresponding assignment b of x, we have f
If the variables x i are boolean variables, so the domains are dom(x i ) = {0, 1}, the constraint f (x) is a boolean function and it can be obtained from any of the functions f D (dvar(x)) and f D (dvar(x)) by the substitutions x i = 1 ← x i and x i = 0 ← ¬x i . The same substitutions can be used in the leaves of DNNF which results in a standard form of a DNNF for a boolean function. The substitutions can be used also to an encoding of any of the functions f D and f D and this results in an encoding of the boolean function represented by D.
For a node v ∈ V let us denote var(v) the set of variables from x that appear in the leaves which can be reached from v. More precisely, a variable x i ∈ x belongs to var(v) if there is a path from v to a leaf node labeled with a variable in dvar(x i ). In particular, by assumption we have that var(ρ) = x. Definition 2.3. We define the following structural restrictions of NNFs.
• We say that NNF D is decomposable (DNNF), if for every node v = v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ v k we have that the sets of variables var(v 1 ), . . . , var(v k ) are pairwise disjoint. x 1 x 2 ∨x 1 x 2 (where we use the usual compressed form of conjunctions of literals) which is equivalent to condition
• We say that DNNF D is smooth if for every node
In this paper we describe a construction of a URC encoding and a construction of a PC encoding of a function f D (dvar(x)) represented with a smooth DNNF D. We consider the case when x consists of variables with arbitrary finite domains. The construction can be used for boolean domains and smooth DNNFs with literals in leaves by the substitutions described above.
Example of a DNNF Motivating the Construction
Let us describe an example of a DNNF for a boolean function, for which FullNNF described in [1] is not a PC encoding. The boolean input variables are x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and the output is ρ. The DNNF is depicted in Figure 1 .
The partial assignment c ∧ d is contradictory, since we cannot have simultaneously x 1 = x 2 and x 1 = x 2 . Let us demonstrate that the partial assignment c ∧ d is closed under the unit propagation in FullNNF consisting of the clauses N1, . . . , N4 and ρ described in [1] and used also in Section 6 as a part of an extended encoding. First, consider each of the partial assignments c and d separately. In each of these cases, none of the nodes a, b, and ρ has an implied value, since x 3 is not fixed. Moreover, the DNF for each of the nodes c or d can be satisfied by two different assignments, such that each of the input variables x 1 , x 2 and each of its monomials achieves a different value for these two assignments. It follows that none of the input variables x 1 , x 2 has an implied value and the same is true for the implicit nodes representing the monomials in the DNFs for c and d. Since an encoding derives only implied values of the variables, no additional literal is derived. In order to complete the argument, note that no clause of FullNNF contains the negative literals ¬c and ¬d simultaneously. It follows that also the partial assignment c ∧ d is closed under unit propagation and, hence, the unit propagation does not derive a contradiction from the encoding.
The nodes c and d in the example are DNFs, however, they can be any mutually exluding DNNFs defined on the same set of variables. Testing satisfiability of a conjunction of two DNNFs is an NP-complete problem, since this is true already for two OBDDs with different variable orderings. This means that there is no known construction of an encoding of polynomial size that derives a contradiction from c ∧ d, if and only if this assignment is contradictory. Instead, we observe that the encoding can be constructed so that the partial assignment c ∧ d always leads to a contradiction using a similar idea as the construction of CompletePath for MDDs in [1] .
Embedding basic cardinality constraints in an encoding
CNF encodings of cardinality constraints frequently use auxiliary variables since this allows to reduce the size of the encoding. In this section, we investigate the consequences of using auxiliary variables for the propagation strength, if the cardinality constraint is a part of a larger encoding. Let ϕ(x, x , y) ∧ θ(x) be an encoding of some constraint on the variables x ∪ x with auxiliary variables y where θ(x) is a propagation complete CNF representation of a cardinality constraint without auxiliary variables. Moreover, consider a formula ϕ(x, x , y) ∧ θ (x, z) where θ (x, z) is an encoding of θ(x). This formula is an encoding of the same constraint as ϕ ∧ θ with auxiliary variables y ∪ z. If the encodings ϕ ∧ θ and θ implement domain consistency on the variables x ∪ x , then also ϕ ∧ θ implements domain consistency on these variables, since the unit propagation derives the same literals on the variables x ∪ x in θ and θ under the same initial partial assignment of these variables. On the other hand, the assumption that the encodings ϕ∧θ and θ implement propagation completeness is not sufficient to guarantee that ϕ∧θ implements even unit refutation completeness.
Let us demonstrate this by the following example, where θ(x) represents the at-most-2 constraint. Consider the formulas
Clearly, ϕ represents at-least-2 on the variables (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) and θ represents at-most-2 on these variables. Let θ (x, s) be the sequential encoding LT 4,2 SEQ from [33] simplified by unit propagation. This is an encoding of at-most-2 constraint with input variables x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) and auxiliary variables s in the form of a Horn formula. Namely, θ (x, s) consists of the following clauses
We consider the encoding including the auxiliary variables s 1,1 and s 3,2 , although they can be eliminated by DP resolution without increasing the number of clauses. The example can be constructed without these variables, however, this requires to use 5 input variables and the example is larger. By the following proposition applied to n = 4 and k = 2, the formula θ (x, s) is propagation complete. The proof is formulated for a general n, k, although we use its conclusion only for the formula θ (x, s) described above.
Proposition 3.1. For every n ≥ 2 and n ≥ k ≥ 1, the sequential encoding LT n,k SEQ from [33] of the at-most-k constraint for n input variables is propagation complete.
Proof. Let us prove that any resolution derivation from the clauses in the encoding consists of steps of the form A ∨ x, ¬x ∨ B A ∨ B, where var(A) ∩ var(B) = ∅. Resolution steps of this form are called non-merge and as pointed out in [9] , if each prime implicate of a formula can be derived by a sequence of non-merge resolutions, the formula is propagation complete.
Since the input variables x i occur only negatively, the resolution can use only complementary literals on the auxiliary variables s. One can verify by induction on the number of steps of the resolution that each clause of the encoding and each clause obtained by resolution from the encoding satisfies the following property
• The clause contains at most one negative and at most one positive literal on the variables s and if the clause contains some of the literals ¬s i,r , x l , and s j,t , then each of the applicable inequalities i < j, i < l, l ≤ j is valid.
Since any resolution step restricted to clauses satisfying this property is non-merge, the proof is finished.
The formula ϕ(x)∧θ(x) consists of all the prime implicates of the exactly-2 constraint, so it is a propagation complete representation of this constraint. Using unit propagation and resolution, one can verify that the formula 4 , so it is contradictory. On the other hand, unit propagation does not derive a contradiction. It follows that ϕ(x) ∧ θ (x, s) is an encoding of exactly-2 constraint on the variables x which is not unit refutation complete.
In the next subsections, we assume that θ is the at-most-one or the exactly-one constraint and present additional requirements on θ that are sufficient to guarantee that the replacement of θ by θ preserves unit refutation completeness or propagation completeness.
At-most-one constraint
Consider a set of literals l 1 , . . . , l n . The at-most-one constraint AMO({l 1 , . . . , l n }) or AMO(l 1 , . . . , l n ) is satisfied if and only if at most one of the literals l 1 , . . . , l n is satisfied. For simplicity, let us assume that all the literals l i are positive and form the vector of the variables x. By amo(x) we denote the canonical representation of AMO(x) consisting of all the prime implicates of this function. The number of clauses in amo(x) is quadratic, however, there are linear size encodings using auxiliary variables [33, 10, 18, 19, 25] . All the encodings of the at-most-one constraint described in the literature are prime 2-CNFs, hence, they are propagation complete by [4] . We show that using these encodings in place of amo(x) inside of another encoding preserves unit refutation completeness of the whole encoding.
The proof of the result uses the assumption that the encoding amo (x, z) does not contain positive ocurrences of the variables from x. This assumption is satisfied for any irredundant 2-CNF encoding of AMO(x), however, anti-monotonicity of the represented function and irredundancy of the encoding are not sufficient to guarantee it. In order to demonstrate this, one can verify that the formula
is an irredundant prime encoding of AMO(x 1 , . . . , x 4 ) that contains positive ocurrences of the input variables.
is a URC encoding of a constraint f (x, x ). Let amo (x, z) be a PC encoding of AMO(x) with auxiliary variables z which does not contain positive literals on x. Then ϕ(x, x , y) ∧ amo (x, z) is a URC encoding of the constraint f (x, x ).
Proof. For simplicity, we write ϕ instead of ϕ(x, x , y). By assumption, AMO(x) = (∃z)[amo (x, z)]. It follows that f (x, x ) = (∃y)(∃z)[ϕ ∧ amo (x, z)] and thus ϕ ∧ amo (x, z) is an encoding of f (x, x ). Let us show that it is a URC encoding.
Let
Our goal is to show that if unit propagation does not derive a contradiction from the formula ϕ ∧ amo (x, z) ∧ α x ∧ α x ,y ∧ α z , then this formula is satisfiable. So, assume
Without loss of generality, we can assume that α is closed under unit propagation in ϕ ∧ amo (x, z). Otherwise we can replace α with its closure under unit propagation, since this does not affect satisfiability of the considered formula. Let us prove
by contradiction. If ϕ∧amo(x)∧α x ∧α x ,y 1 ⊥, then also ϕ∧amo (x, z)∧α x ∧α x ,y 1 ⊥, since amo (x, z) is a PC encoding, but we assume the opposite. Since ϕ ∧ amo(x) is a URC encoding, we get that ϕ ∧ amo(x) ∧ α x ∧ α x ,y has a satisfying assignment a x ∪ a x ,y , where a x and a x ,y denote the parts of the satisfying assignment on the variables in x and x ∪ y respectively.
It remains to show that the formula amo (x, z) ∧ a x ∧ α z is satisfiable. If a x contains only negative literals, then the formulas amo (x, z) ∧ a x ∧ α z and amo (x, z) ∧ α z are equisatisfiable, since each clause of amo containing a literal on an input variable is satisfied by a x by the assumption that input variables occur only negatively. Equivalently, a x is an autarky. Since amo (x, z) ∧ α z is satisfiable, the proof is finished in this case. If a x contains a positive literal x, we have ¬x ∈ α x , since a x is chosen as a satisfying assignment of a formula containing α x . Moreover, since amo is PC and the partial assignment α x ∧ α z is closed under the unit propagation in amo (x, z), the formula amo (x, z) ∧ α x ∧ α z ∧ x is satisfiable. Moreover, this formula has a satisfying assignment consistent with a x by the properties of the at-most-one constraint.
Let µ n (x) be the sequential encoding LT n,1 SEQ from [33] (also called ladder encoding in [25] ) with input variables x and suitable auxiliary variables simplified by unit propagation and DP resolution over two auxiliary variables that does not increase the number of clauses. Let us present an explicit description of the encoding for completeness. The base cases are µ 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) = ¬x 1 ∨ ¬x 2 ,
and for each n ≥ 4, let
where y is an auxiliary variable not used in µ n−1 . The encoding µ n (x) is an encoding of AMO(x 1 , . . . , x n ). If n ≥ 3, the encoding has 3n−6 clauses and n−3 auxiliary variables. This encoding satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.2 and we use it as the base encoding of the at-most-one constraint.
Exactly-one constraint
The exactly-one constraint EO({l 1 , . . . , l n }) or EO(l 1 , . . . , l n ) is satisfied if and only if exactly one of the literals l 1 , . . . , l n is satisfied. The exactly-one constraint EO({l 1 , . . . , l n }) is usually represented as an at-most-one constraint AMO({l 1 , . . . , l n }) together with the clause l 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l n representing the fact that at least one of the input literals has to be satisfied. Let us demonstrate that the encoding obtained in this way is not propagation complete, if the at-most-one constraint is represented by the sequential encoding µ n . In particular, for n = 4, we obtain the following encoding of EO(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) with auxiliary variable y:
Assume the partial assignment ¬x 3 ∧ ¬x 4 . Unit propagation on ε(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) ∧ ¬x 3 ∧ ¬x 4 derives the clause x 1 ∨ x 2 , however, it does not derive any additional literal. By resolving the clauses x 1 ∨x 2 , ¬x 1 ∨y, and ¬x 2 ∨y, we get y. Since ε(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 )∧¬x 3 ∧ ¬x 4 |= y and the unit propagation does not derive y, the encoding is not propagation complete.
A PC encoding of EO(x) can be obtained by recursive splitting of the constraint using the formula
where y is an auxiliary variable and 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. If n ≥ 4 and n is even, the splitting indices i can be chosen so that the final expression consists of several exactlyone constraints on 4 variables. If n is odd, there is one additional exactly-one constraint on 3 variables. Replacing each of these constraints by its prime CNF representation leads to an encoding of exactly-one constraint on n input variables with at most n/2 auxiliary variables and at most 3.5 n clauses. In this encoding, the at-least-one and the at-most-one constraints are verified using the same auxiliary variables. For a proof that it is a PC encoding, one can use the fact that the encoding is PC by construction, if n ≤ 4, and it is obtained by combining two PC encodings that share a single variable, if n ≥ 5. It follows that the encoding is PC, see the proof of Proposition 5 in [9] . Let us present an encoding obtained using (5) by another choice of the splitting indices, which leads to a larger encoding with 4n−8 clauses and n−3 auxiliary variables, however, its description does not depend on the parity of n. The base cases are ε 1 (
and for each n ≥ 4, let ε n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = ε 3 (x 1 , x 2 , ¬y 1 ) ∧ ε 3 (y 1 , x 3 , ¬y 2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ ε 3 (y n−4 , x n−2 , ¬y n−3 ) ∧ ε 3 (y n−3 , x n−1 , x n ) where y 1 , . . . , y n−3 are auxiliary variables.
By eo(x) we denote the representation of EO(x) which is defined as eo(x) = amo(x) ∧ x∈x x . To show the propagation completeness of an encoding obtained by replacing eo(x) with an encoding eo (x, z), Lemma 3.3 requires a stronger condition on eo than propagation completeness. For simplicity, let us verify that the encoding ε n satisfies this condition, although this is true for any encoding obtained by splitting using (5) .
By the construction of ε n , for each i = 1, . . . , n − 3, the auxiliary variable y i connects two parts of ε n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) representing the splitting
Each conjunct in the right hand side is an encoding of exactly-one constraint where the literals ¬y i and y i are in the place of an input variable. Together with the fact that for every set of variables y, the formula ε |y| (y) implies for each y ∈ y the equivalence y ⇔ x∈y\{y} ¬x we obtain that the partial assignments h(¬y i ) = ¬x 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬x i+1 and h(y i ) = ¬x i+2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬x n satisfy the assumption of the lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that ϕ(x, x , y) ∧ eo(x) is a PC encoding of a constraint f (x, x ). Let eo (x, z) be a PC encoding of EO(x) with auxiliary variables z which satisfies the following property: For every literal l ∈ lit(z) there is a partial assignment
Proof. For simplicity, we write ϕ instead of ϕ(x, x , y). We can show that ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) is a CNF encoding of f (x, x ) in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. A similar argument implies that ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) is an encoding of the constraint ϕ ∧ eo(x) where the input variables are x ∪ x ∪ y and the auxiliary variables are z. Let us first prove that ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) implements domain consistency in this interpretation. Given a partial assignment α = α x ∪ α x ,y where α x ⊆ lit(x) and α x ,y ⊆ lit(x ∪ y) and a literal l ∈ lit(x ∪ x ∪ y), we prove that the implication from (3) to (4) holds.
By the assumption, unit propagation in the formula ϕ ∧ eo(x) ∧ α x ∧ α x ,y derives l or ⊥. In both cases unit propagation can be simulated by unit propagation in the formula ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) ∧ α x ∧ α x ,y and thus we get (4) which is
In order to show that ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) is a PC encoding of f (x, x ), consider a partial assignment α = α x ∪ α x ,y ∪ α z where α x ⊆ lit(x), α x ,y ⊆ lit(x ∪ y), α z ⊆ lit(z) and a literal l ∈ lit(x ∪ x ∪ y ∪ z). Without loss of generality, we assume that α is closed under unit propagation in ϕ ∧ eo (x, z). Otherwise, we can replace α with its closure under unit propagation, since the derived literals are implied. In order to show that the implication from (3) to (4) holds also in this case, assume
Our goal is to show that if
Let h(α z ) ⊆ lit(x) denote the partial assignment consisting of h(g) for all g ∈ α z . Since eo is PC, unit propagation on eo (x, z) ∧ α z derives all the literals in h(α z ) and unit propagation on eo (x, z) ∧ h(α z ) derives all the literals in α z . Since α x ∪ α z is closed under unit propagation in eo , we have h(α z ) ⊆ α x and eo (x, z)
and by (6), we obtain ϕ ∧ eo (x, z) ∧ α x ∧ α x ,y 1 g for every literal g ∈ h(l). Together with the fact that eo is a PC encoding, we obtain eo (x, z) ∧ h(l) 1 l and also (8) as required.
Minimal Satisfying Subtrees
A minimal satisfying subtree T of D is a rooted subtree of D (also called out-arborescence) which has the following properties:
• The root ρ of D is also the root of T .
• For each ∧-node v in T , all edges (v, u) in D are also in T .
• For each ∨-node v in T , exactly one of the edges (v, u) in D is also in T .
If v 1 and v 2 are two different leaves of T , then var(v 1 ) and var(v 2 ) are singletons and, by decomposability of D, we have var(v 1 ) ∩ var(v 2 ) = ∅. It follows that the domain variables in the leaves of a minimal satisfying subtree T of D represent a positive partial assignment that contains at most one of the variables from dvar(x i ) for each i = 1, . . . , n. The closure of this partial assignment under unit propagation using the direct encoding constraints will be denoted β T ⊆ lit(dvar(x)). If a total assignment of dvar(x) consistent with β T is passed to D, the set of the nodes of D that evaluate to 1 contains all nodes of T . Since T contains the root, the function f D (dvar(x)) evaluates to 1 for an arbitrary total assignment of dvar(x) consistent with β T .
Observe that if D is smooth, then for any minimal satisfying subtree T of D, the partial assignment β T contains for every i = 1, . . . , n exactly one positive literal on the variables dvar(x i ). Since β T is closed under unit propagation of the constraints in direct encoding, we have that β T is a d-consistent total assignment of the variables in dvar(x). In particular, β T is consistent with a partial assignment α ⊆ dvar(x) if and only if α is a subset of β T . This property is not necessarily satisfied if D is not smooth. Proof. Assume, β T is consistent with α for a minimal satisfying subtree T . Since β T is a total assignment containing α and consistent with the direct encoding constraints, the considerations before the lemma imply that f D (dvar(x)) ∧ α is satisfiable.
For the opposite direction, consider a total assignment a of values to variables in dvar(x) which satisfies f D (dvar(x)) ∧ α. In particular, a is d-consistent. The set of nodes in D which evaluate to 1 when a is presented as input to D induces a subgraph D of D. Since a is a satisfying assignment of f D (dvar(x)), D contains the root ρ. We can find a minimal satisfying subtree T in D using the following approach. We include the root ρ in T . If T has a ∨-node v as a leaf, we extend T by picking any successor of v which is in D and the corresponding edge. If T has a ∧-node v as a leaf, we extend T by adding all of its successors (which are necessarily in D ) and the corresponding edges to T . Since T is a subset of D , the leaves of T are satisfied by a. Since T has a leaf in dvar(x i ) for each i = 1, . . . , n and a satisfies the direct encoding constraints, a = β T . Since α is a subset of a, β T is consistent with α.
Given a variable x i , we define H i as the set of nodes v satisfying x i ∈ var(v) and we define D i as the subgraph of D induced on vertices
which is the set of the leaves of D i . Note that if v ∈ H i is labeled with ∧, then by decomposability exactly one of the inputs of v belongs to H i as well. On the other hand, if v ∈ H i is labeled with ∨, then by smoothness all the inputs of v belong to H i . If a node belongs to H i , then all its predecessors in V belong to H i as well. We will refer to this property by saying that the set H i is closed upwards.
The conditions describing a minimal satisfying tree can be expressed as a CNF formula, whose variables are the nodes of D. We start with the FullNNF encoding [1] and extend it with the at-most-one condition on the successors of each ∨-node. The satisfying assignments of the obtained formula are precisely the characteristic functions of the minimal satisfying subtrees, however, we do not use this formula, since it is not URC in general. For example, one can verify that it is not URC for the DNNF from Proof. Assume first that T is a minimal satisfying subtree of D and fix any of the indices i = 1, . . . , n. The root ρ of T belongs to H i due to the assumption var(ρ) = x. Since H i is closed upwards, T ⊆ D, and the subgraph D i of D is induced by H i , the intersection T ∩ D i is an out-arborescence. It follows that all its nodes can be obtained by traversing it top down from the root. If v is an ∨-node in T ∩ D i , then by definition of a minimal satisfying tree, there is a single edge (v, u) in T from v to some other node u. By smoothness, we obtain u ∈ H i and, hence, (v, u) belongs to T ∩ D i . If v is an ∧-node in T ∩ D i , then by decomposability, there is exactly one edge (v, u) in T from v to a node u ∈ H i . In both cases, T ∩ D i contains exactly one edge from v to some other node. It follows that T ∩ D i is a path from the root to a leaf. Assume now that for every i = 1, . . . , n, the intersection of T and D i is a directed path from the root ρ to a leaf in L i . Since D is the union of the subgraphs D i , T is a union of paths from the root ρ to a leaf in L i for each i = 1, . . . , n. Let us prove that T is an out-arborescence and, hence, it is a subtree of D. Assume, two different paths in T reach the same node v of T . There is an index i = 1, . . . , n, such that v ∈ H i . Since H i is closed upwards, both the paths from ρ to v belong to T ∩ D i , which is a contradiction.
Let us verify that T satisfies the remaining properties of a minimal satisfying tree. Assume v is an ∧-node in T with inputs v 1 , . . . , v k and let v j be any of them. The node v j belongs to some H i in which we also have v. By decomposability, none of the other successor nodes of v belongs to H i . Since T ∩ D i is a path to a leaf, the edge (v, v j ) and the node v j must belong to T . Assume v is an ∨-node in T . For any input v j of v we have var(v j ) = var(v) by smoothness. Since the intersection of T with any D i with x i ∈ var(v) is a path, we have that there is exactly one successor v j of v such that the edge (v, v j ) belongs to T . It follows that the transitive reduction of D is a smooth DNNF equivalent to D with no transitive edges. For constructing the encodings, we require a smooth DNNF that satisfies the following stronger property.
Covering a DNNF with Separators
Definition 5.1.
• A subset of nodes S ⊆ H i is called a separator in D i , if every path in D i from the root to a leaf contains precisely one node from S.
• We say that D can be covered by separators, if for each i = 1, . . . , n, there is a collection of separators S i in D i , such that the union of S ∈ S i is H i \ {ρ}.
The collections S i of separators covering D i are used in the next section to construct encodings of f D . Since the encodings contain the unit clause ρ, the separator consisting only of the root ρ is not included in S i . For each i = 1, . . . , n, the set L i of the leaves in H i is a separator in D i . Although it is natural to include L i in S i , we do not formally require this. Let us demonstrate that the existence of a cover by separators is a stronger assumption than excluding transitive edges. a leaf containing (v, u) . Each node of this path is connected to w by a path in one direction or in the other. It follows that none of the nodes on this path belongs to a separator together with w. Consequently, w cannot be covered by a separator in D i .
The following example demonstrates a DNNF without transitive edges which cannot be covered by separators. In order to guarantee a cover by separators, we include auxiliary nodes into the DNNF that subdivide some of its edges. These nodes are used only to represent additional auxiliary variables in the encoding and they do not have to be really included into the data structure representing the DNNF. For this reason, they are called no-operation nodes, formally represent the identity, and for the construction of the encoding they are considered as a disjunction with one argument.
We say that D is strictly leveled, if for each v ∈ V , all paths from ρ to v have the same length. For such a DNNF, there is a cover by separators based on a partition of the nodes into levels that does not introduce new nodes. For every node v, let Level 0 (v) be the common length of the paths from ρ to v. The separators in S i can be obtained as the sets of all nodes v satisfying Level 0 (v) = j and, additionally, the leaves v satisfying Level 0 (v) < j for some j ≥ 1. If an MDD with no long edges as in [1] is considered as a DNNF, it is a strictly leveled smooth DNNF and we get a cover by separators with no auxiliary nodes in this case. A general smooth DNNF may not be strictly leveled and it is unclear, how to minimize the number of auxiliary nodes. Algorithm 5.4 is controlled by a function Level which has to satisfy a criterion formulated in the algorithm and the choice of this function influences the number of auxiliary nodes. Construct separators for D as follows. For every i = 1, . . . , n, let d i be the maximum of Level(v) for v ∈ H i . For every i = 1, . . . , n and for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ d i , let S i,j be the union of the following three sets: the set of the nodes v ∈ H i satisfying Level(v) = j, the set of the leaves v ∈ L i satisfying Level(v) < j, and the set of all no-operation nodes used to subdivide some of the edges (v, u) in D i satisfying Level(v) < j < Level(u). For each i = 1, . . . , n, let S i be the collection of the sets S i,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ d i . , u) is an edge of D and Level(v) < j < Level(u), or a single leaf v satisfying Level(v) < j. Since these cases exclude each other, every set S i,j is a separator in D i . Moreover, every node of D i \ {ρ} is contained in S i,j for some j.
The number of separators in S i is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf in D i . Since each node except of the root at this path has to be in a different separator, this number of separators is the smallest possible.
Let us present two examples of a function Level that can be used in Algorithm 5.4. A simple example is the function Level 1 (v) defined for every node v as the maximum length of a path from the root to v. Another function that can be used is Level 2 (v) that is equal to Level 1 (v) for the leaves, however, for an inner node v, it is defined as
Using Level 2 (v), the levels assigned to the nodes of a path from the root to a leaf tend to concentrate on the values closer to the level of the leaf. This implies that the edges close to the leaves have higher chance to satisfy Level(v) + 1 = Level(u) and hence, not to require subdividing by an auxiliary node. If most of the edges of the input DNNF are closer to the leaves than to the root, one can expect that it is better to use Level 2 (v) than Level 1 (v), however, we do not have a formal argument for this.
If D is strictly leveled, then the functions Level r (v) for r = 0, 1, 2 coincide and the separators constructed by Algorithm 5.4 in this case will be called the separators constructed according to the levels.
URC and PC Encodings of Smooth DNNFs
Our encoding is based on the FullNNF encoding described in [1] . In addition, we use clauses which capture the fact that a satisfying assignment of the encodings describe the set of nodes of a minimal satisfying subtree T of D. By Proposition 4.2 this is equivalent to forcing that the intersection of T with D i is a path from the root to a leaf for each index i = 1, . . . , n separately. In order to achieve the required propagation strength, we use an encoding of a path in D i which is analogous to the path based encodings of multi-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) described in [1] .
We assume that D can be covered by separators and for each i = 1, . . . , n, we consider a fixed collection of separators S i in D i implied by this assumption. It follows by Lemma 5.2 that D does not contain a transitive edge.
In order to construct a CNF encoding, all the nodes in V are considered as boolean variables. The vector of the variables represented by inner nodes will be denoted v. The remaining variables in the encoding are dvar(x). These variables form the leaves of D, we have L i ⊆ dvar(x i ), and
The dvar(x) variables that do not occur in the leaves are forced to 0 by our encodings. The reason for this is the following. The encodings imply EO(L i ) for each i = 1, . . . , n, however, they are intended to represent a set of d-consistent assignments which are consistent with D. Under the assumptions EO(L i ), the direct encoding constraints EO(dvar(x i )) are equivalent to assuming the group clause value 0 for the unused domain variables. If some of the domain variables are missing, it is easier to include negative literals on them than to include the relevant part of the direct encoding constraints. Table 1 lists the clauses used in the encodings needed for our result. The formulas amo and eo can be any encodings of AMO(S) and EO(S) of linear size that satisfy the assumptions of lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. For the purpose of presentation, assume that they are µ |S| and ε |S| , respectively. Let us define the following formulas. The set of variables z is the union of the sets of auxiliary variables z S used in the encodings amo (S, z S ) for all separators S ∈ S i , i = 1, . . . , n.
ψ p (dvar(x), v, z) composed of clauses in groups N1-N4, N6', and the unit clause ρ. The set of variables z is the union of the sets of auxiliary variables z S used in the encodings eo (S, z S ) for all separators S ∈ S i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Results for general finite domains
Recall that f D (dvar(x)) is the monotone function computed by a smooth DNNF D as a function of its leaves and f D (dvar(x)) denotes the conjunction of f D (dvar(x)) and the constraints of the direct encoding. If D represents a constraint f (x) on variables x with finite domains using the direct encoding, then f D (dvar(x)) is the usual boolean representation of the constraint f (x). We say that a formula ψ(dvar(x), v) is a URC (or PC) encoding of D if it is a URC (or PC resp.) of f D (dvar(x)). We are now ready to formulate the main results of this paper. The proof of Theorem 6.1 is postponed to Section 7. The encodings ψ c and ψ p are typically smaller than ψ c and ψ p and their size can be estimated as follows.
Theorem 6.2. Let D be a smooth DNNF which represents a constraint on n variables x with finite domains of size at most d using direct encoding. Let us assume that D can be covered by separators and let S = n i=1 S i (each separator is considered only once in S even if it is shared by several collections S i ). Then ψ c (dvar(x), v, z) and ψ p (dvar(x), v, z) have O(nd + t) variables and O(nd + e + t) clauses, where e denotes the number of edges of D and t denotes the sum of the sizes of separators in S.
Proof. Observe that the number of variables in z is proportional to the total size of separators t. Since | dvar(x)| ≤ nd and |v| ≤ t, we get that the number of variables in the encodings is bounded by O(nd + t).
The total number of clauses in groups N1 to N3 is O(e). The number of clauses in group N4 is at most nd and the number of clauses in each of the groups N5' and N6' is proportional to the total size of separators t. Together, the number of clauses in the encodings is bounded by O(nd + e + t).
Let us compare the size of ψ p and ψ p in case that D is strictly leveled and the separators are constructed according to the levels. Let s denote the number of nodes in D and let w be the maximum size of a separator, which is essentially the width of the DNNF. Since each D i contains at least one leaf and it is not in any other D i , we always have n ≤ s and frequently n s. Under these assumptions, the encoding ψ p has O(nd + s) variables and O(nd + e + sw) clauses, where sw is an upper bound on the number of clauses in the group N6 because every variable is contained in at most w − 1 negative clauses and one positive clause introduced by eo(S).
Clearly, s ≤ t ≤ sw. Hence, if w is bounded by a constant, using eo(S) in ψ p yields the same asymptotic estimate of the number of clauses as using eo (S, z S ) in ψ p with the advantage of having a smaller number of auxiliary variables. Depending on the structure of the separators, this may happen also in other cases. However, if w is large, then the size of the encoding ψ p can be significantly larger then the bound obtained for ψ p in Theorem 6.2. Assume D has r levels of sizes w 1 , . . . , w r which are also the sizes of the separators. Then the number of clauses of group N6' is O(t) = O(w 1 + . . . + w r ) while the number of clauses of group N6 is roughly (w 2 1 + . . . + w 2 r )/2. This is significantly more than O(w 1 + . . . + w r ), if some of the levels are large.
Let us consider an MDD M which is a special case of a DNNF and assume that M is restricted in the same way as in [1] , in particular, it is ordered and the edges do not skip levels. We can represent M as a smooth DNNF D by adding nd leaves for domain variables and expanding every decision node of M to a disjunction of d conjunction nodes using 3d edges. If M has m decision nodes, then D has Θ(d(m + n)) = Θ(md) nodes and Θ(md) edges. Moreover, DNNF D is strictly leveled, so it can be covered by separators according to the levels without adding auxiliary nodes. We get t = Θ(md) because every node is in a single separator which is used for each subgraph D i containing the node. By Theorem 6.2 we get that there is a PC encoding for D and thus also M with Θ(md) variables and Θ(md) clauses which is essentially the same bound as the one achieved by the construction in [1] specifically designed for MDDs.
Results for Boolean Domains
As mentioned before, if the variables x i in x are boolean, we can simplify the resulting encoding so that it represents the function f (x) directly. Theorem 6.3. Assume, D is a DNNF representing a boolean function f (x) and let ϕ c , ϕ c , ϕ p , and ϕ p be the formulas obtained from ψ c , ψ c , ψ p , and ψ p , respectively, by the substitutions x i = 1 ← x i and x i = 0 ← ¬x i . Then, ϕ c and ϕ c are URC encodings of f (x) and ϕ p and ϕ p are its PC encodings.
Proof. Let θ be some of the formulas ψ c , ψ c , ψ p , and ψ p and let ∆ be the conjunction of the direct encoding constraints (
Since θ is an encoding of f D (dvar(x)), it implies ∆. It follows that θ ∧ ∆ is equivalent to θ and has at least the propagation strength of θ. Let θ be obtained from θ by the substitution x i = 0 ← ¬ x i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Since ∆ allows the unit propagation to go in both directions of this substitution, θ ∧ ∆ has the same propagation strength as θ ∧ ∆. Let w be the set of variables of θ , so it contains x i = 1 , but not x i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. For every α ⊆ lit(w) and l ∈ lit(w), such that
by the following argument. Since the clauses x i = 1 ∨ x i = 0 and ¬ x i = 1 ∨¬ x i = 0 have two conflicts, they cannot be both used in the same unit propagation derivation. However, if only one of them is used to derive a literal on the variable x i = 0 , this literal cannot be used in any other step of the derivation. It follows that we can avoid the derivation of this literal and using the clauses of ∆ in the derivation of l.
In the last step, rename x i = 1 as x i in θ . Since renaming preserves the propagation strength, the resulting formula has at least the propagation strength of θ ∧ ∆ on the variables w. Moreover, the resulting formula is the same as the formula obtained from θ by the substitutions from the statement of the lemma. Since the function f D (dvar(x)) is f (x) after these substitutions, the proof is finished.
If a DNNF D represents a boolean function, all the domains have sizes 2 and we get the following sizes of the encodings. 
Analysis of the encodings
First, we prove the required propagation strength for the encodings ψ c and ψ p . This is then extended to ψ c and ψ p using the results from Section 3. By the following, the satisfying assignments of the formulas ψ c and ψ p correspond to the sets of nodes of minimal satisfying subtrees. (ii) ψ c (a) is satisfied.
(iii) ψ p (a) is satisfied.
Proof. Assume (i) and let T be the induced minimal satisfying subtree. The clauses in groups N1-N3 and the unit clause ρ for the root of D are satisfied. By Proposition 4.2, for every i = 1, . . . , n, T contains a leaf labeled with a domain variable x i = s for some s and we have a( x i = s ) = 1. Since a is d-consistent, we get a( x i = s ) = 0 for every s ∈ dom(x i ) \ {s}, in particular the clauses in group N4 are satisfied. By Proposition 4.2, for each i = 1, . . . , n, T ∩ D i is a path from the root ρ to a leaf. Since each separator from S i has exactly one node in common with this path, the clauses in groups N5 and N6 are satisfied. Altogether, ψ c (a) and ψ p (a) are satisfied. Let us now assume that ψ c (a) is satisfied. The set of nodes v ∈ V , such that a(v) = 1, induces a subgraph T of D. Let us show that for every i = 1, . . . , n, T ∩ D i is a path from the root to a leaf. Assume, i is fixed and let us first prove that T ∩ D i contains a path from the root to a leaf. Since D i is a subgraph of D induced by the set H i , T ∩ D i is a subgraph of D induced by the set of nodes v ∈ H i , such that a(v) = 1. Let us construct the required path by starting in the root and successively adding edges using the following facts until we reach a leaf.
• The unit clause ρ is satisfied by a and thus the root ρ belongs to T ∩ D i .
• Let v = v 1 ∧· · ·∧v k be an ∧-node in T ∩D i . There is an index j, such that v j ∈ H i .
Since a satisfies v and the clause v → v j in group N2, the node v j is satisfied by a thus v j belongs to T ∩ D i .
•
is satisfied by a, there is at least one successor v j satisfied by a. By smoothness we get that all successors of v belong to D i , hence v j belongs to T ∩ D i .
Let P be the obtained path in T ∩ D i and let us prove by contradiction that all the nodes of T ∩ D i belong to P . Assume, there is a node v in T ∩ D i which is not in P .
Since v is not the root, there is a separator S ∈ S i containing v and intersecting P in a node u = v. However, both v and u belong to T , in particular a(v) = a(u) = 1, which is a contradiction with the assumption that a satisfies AMO(S) (clauses in group N5). Since P is a path in D i and there are no transitive edges in D i , P is a subgraph of D i induced by the set of vertices of T ∩ D i . It follows that T ∩ D i is equal to P , so it is a path. Since this is true for every i = 1, . . . , n, Proposition 4.2 implies that T is a minimal satisfying subtree.
If ψ p (a) is satisfied, then so is ψ c (a), hence also in this case we can find a minimal satisfying subtree.
Corollary 7.2. The formula ψ c implies the direct encoding constraints.
Proof. By Proposition 7.1 every satisfying assignment of ψ c represents the set of nodes of a minimal satisfying subtree. In particular, this implies EO(S) for every separator in D i for every i = 1, . . . , n, not only for those in S i . Since L i is a separator and the values of variables in dvar(x i ) \ L i are forced to 0 by the clauses in group N4, ψ c implies the constraints of the direct encoding.
In a satisfying assignment of the encodings ψ c and ψ p , the values of the variables V are related to the values of the corresponding nodes in an accepting computation of the circuit, however, they are not the same, since a minimal satisfying subtree is only a part of the accepting computation. In particular, a DNNF can contain nodes that represent a tautology. For example, such nodes are included to achieve smoothness in a non-smooth DNNF. The corresponding variable in the encodings is not forced to 1 even in the PC encoding ψ p unless it is contained in all minimal satisfying subtrees consistent with a given partial assignment.
In Section 4, satisfiability of f D (dvar(x)) ∧ α where α ⊆ lit(dvar(x)) is characterized by the existence of a minimal satisfying subtree T such that β T is consistent with α. Since our goal is to prove that ψ c is a URC encoding and ψ p is a PC encoding, we prove a similar characterization also for partial assignments of all variables of these encodings. It is sufficient to consider the variables V , since the remaining ones are forced to 0 by the clauses N4. For a minimal satisfying subtree T of D, let γ T be the total assignment of the variables in V that represents the characteristic function of the set of nodes of T . Let α ⊆ lit(V ) be a partial assignment. We say that T is consistent with α if γ T is consistent with α. Lemma 7.3. Let α ⊆ lit(V ) be a partial assignment, such that ψ c ∧ α 1 ⊥. Then there is a minimal satisfying subtree T of D consistent with α. Moreover, for any node v 0 ∈ V , such that ψ c ∧ α 1 ¬v 0 , there is a minimal satisfying subtree T consistent with α ∧ v 0 .
Proof. Let V = {v ∈ V | ψ c ∧ α 1 ¬v} and let D be the subgraph of D induced by the set V . Since unit clause ρ is contained in ψ c and ψ c ∧ α 1 ⊥, we have ρ ∈ V . It is sufficient to prove the second statement for any node v o ∈ V . The proof of the first statement can be obtained by assuming v 0 = ρ.
Let us fix an arbitrary node v 0 ∈ V and let us show that there is a path P from the root ρ to v 0 in D by constructing P backwards starting in v 0 . At the beginning, P is initialized as {v 0 } and then we repeat the following step until we get to the root. Let v be the first node of P and assume it is not the root. Since v ∈ V , it has a predecessor u which is also in V and we prepend u to P . The node u exists, since otherwise ¬v would be derived by unit propagation using the clause of group N3 corresponding to v.
Let us construct a minimal satisfying subtree T of D containing P by starting at the root ρ and successively extending T downwards. The set of the nodes of T is initialized as {ρ} and while there is a leaf v of T which is not a leaf of D, we extend T by adding nodes as follows.
• Assume v = v 1 ∨ · · · ∨ v k . Since v ∈ T , we have that v ∈ V . If v ∈ P and v = v 0 , then v has a successor v j which belongs to P and we add v j to T . If v ∈ P or v = v 0 , then there is a successor v j of v which belongs to V and we add v j to T . The node v j exists, since otherwise, the clause in group N1 corresponding to v derives ¬v by unit propagation.
• Assume v = v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ v k . Since v ∈ T , it belongs to V and also all its successors v j belong to V . Otherwise the clause v → v j in group N2 derives ¬v by unit propagation. We add all nodes v 1 , . . . , v k to T .
It follows from the construction that T is a minimal satisfying subtree of D in which all vertices belong to V . Moreover, by construction, T contains P and, hence, also v 0 . Finally, let us show that T is consistent with α. If ¬v ∈ α for some node v ∈ V , then v ∈ V and thus v is not in T . Assume a positive literal v ∈ α for a node v ∈ V . If v is the root, then it belongs to T by construction. Otherwise, consider an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that v ∈ H i . There is a separator S ∈ S i , such that v ∈ S. Since the clauses in group N5 are satisfied, every node u ∈ S \ {v} satisfies ψ c ∧ α 1 ¬u and thus u ∈ V . It follows that T contains v, since it has a nonempty intersection with S.
Lemma 7.4. Let α ⊆ lit(V ) be a partial assignment. If ψ p ∧ α |= l for some literal l ∈ lit(V ), then ψ p ∧ α 1 l or ψ p ∧ α 1 ⊥.
Proof. Assume ψ p ∧ α 1 ⊥ and ψ p ∧ α 1 l and let us show that ψ p ∧ α |= l. Since ψ c is a subformula of ψ p , we have ψ c ∧ α 1 ⊥ either. It follows by Lemma 7.3 that there is a minimal satisfying subtree T of D consistent with α and by Proposition 7.1 we get that ψ p ∧ α is satisfiable. In particular, ψ p ∧ α cannot simultaneously imply l and ¬l. Thus if ψ p ∧ α 1 ¬l, then we have ψ p ∧ α |= l as required. For the rest of the proof, assume ψ p ∧ α 1 ¬l. Let v be the node in literal l, so l = v or l = ¬v. There is an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that v ∈ H i and let S ∈ S i be a separator containing v. There must be another node v ∈ S for which neither ψ p ∧ α 1 v , nor ψ p ∧ α 1 ¬v , since otherwise the clauses in group N6 derive v or ¬v. By Lemma 7.3 applied with each of the nodes v and v in the role of v 0 we get that there are two minimal satisfying subtrees T and T in D such that v is in T and not in T , and v is in T and not in T . By Proposition 7.1, T represents a satisfying assignment of ψ p ∧ α in which v is set to 1 and v is set to 0, and T represents a satisfying assignment with the values of v and v exchanged. It follows that the value of v is not implied in ψ p ∧ α, in particular, ψ p ∧ α |= l.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Proposition 7.1, the satisfying assignments of ψ c and ψ p are precisely the characteristic functions of the sets of nodes of minimal satisfying subtrees of D. Together with Lemma 4.1 used for a d-consistent total assignment α, this implies that the restrictions of the satisfying assignments of ψ c and ψ p to the variables dvar(x) are precisely the satisfying assignments of f D (dvar(x)). It follows that the formulas are encodings of f D (dvar(x) ). The formula ψ c is URC by Lemma 7.3 and the formula ψ p is PC by Lemma 7.4.
The encoding µ n satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.2. It follows that the formula ψ c obtained from ψ c by replacing amo(S) by µ n (S, z S ) for all separators S in D is URC. The encoding ε n satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.3. It follows that the formula ψ p obtained from ψ p by replacing eo(S) by ε n (S, z S ) for all separators S in D is PC.
Conclusion and an Open Problem
We demonstrated a propagation complete encoding for a smooth DNNF, for which the previously known encodings implement only the domain consistency. In this context, it is natural to ask the following.
Question. Assume, ϕ(x, y) is an encoding of a boolean function f (x) with auxiliary variables y that implements domain consistency. Does this imply that there is an encoding ϕ (x, z) of the same function of size polynomial in the size of ϕ with possibly a different set of auxiliary variables z that is unit refutation complete?
